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Abstract: The process of technology management contains various stages, such as the identification,
selection, acquisition, implementation, and maintenance of technologies. In the case of power gen-
eration companies, a key aspect of the selection stage is the choice of generation technologies for
newly commissioned units. The investment decision depends on many factors, primarily economic,
environmental, social, technological, and legal, and represents a complex multi-criteria problem.
Currently, the decision is further complicated by the often unpredictable tightening of environmental
standards, forcing the closure of conventional sources, on which many countries have so far based
their energy security. The paper analyzes the problem of choosing one of the so-called clean coal
technologies to be implemented in conditions of transformation of the power sector. In this paper, five
selected clean coal technologies are characterized, and the SMART method is adopted to technology
selection. The following technologies were considered: supercritical coal-fired power plant (with
and without CCS), IGCC power plant (with and without CCS), and IGCC power plant with CCS
and integrated hydrogen production. Nine practical criteria (in three main groups: environmen-
tal, technological, economic) for comparing technologies are defined, computational experiments
performed, and conclusions from the research presented. The work was based on the literature
study of multi-criteria decision support and an analysis of power sector needs based on the example
of the Polish power sector. The conducted research, apart from the technology recommendation,
led to the conclusion that the chosen method may be applied to decision-making in the field of
power generation technology management. The study also indicated the potential direction of the
development of a power generation structure in a situation where a component of ensuring energy
security is the use of available coal fuels.

Keywords: MULTIPLE criteria analysis; SMART method; clean coal technology; decision support
system; energy generation technology; technology management

1. Introduction

One of the first formal definitions of technology management describes it as a pro-
cess that involves the development, implementation, and dissemination of technology
in organizations [1]. This definition implies that technology management is a multidis-
ciplinary process [2] that integrates engineering, scientific, and management disciplines
to plan, develop, and implement technological capabilities to shape and achieve the or-
ganization’s strategic and operational objectives [1]. The basic model of the technology
management process, according to [3], includes the following stages: (1) Identification,
(2) Selection/Election, (3) Acquisition, (4) Implementation and Operation, (5) Maintenance
and Support. Researchers in the discipline, such as [4–7], attempt to identify the methods
and practices used in the various stages of the technology management process, based
on the models developed by [3,8]. Technology, knowledge, and innovation management
activities are driven by the global competition among companies [9]. However, increasing
competitiveness is not the only driver for strategic technology planning. Depending on the
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industry and type of organization, technology management is also influenced by market
demands, regulations, technological changes, and innovations in the sector [10].

The power sector is an example of an industry struggling with inevitable transforma-
tions, including technological changes. Over the past decade, the increasing trend in CO2
emissions is perceived as one of the major causes of climate change [11]. The global atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide emissions associated with electricity and heat generation in 2020
amounted to 31.5 billion tons [12]. Because of the impact on the environment (including the
deterioration of air quality), politically motivated decisions are made in view of the need
for a profound energy transformation aimed at decarbonization. The road to achieving this
goal leads to a change in the structure of the production systems, the utilization of different
fuels, and public education. Given that technological transformation is constantly creating
new challenges, but also opportunities for economic and social development, the latter
should be captured and exploited through effective technology management [13].

The paper focuses on the selection of generation technology following the outlined
model of technology management conditioned by the need to reduce CO2 emissions in the
power system. Decision-making concerning the management of changes in power genera-
tion units (building of new units, modernization of the existing ones, decommissioning of
the inefficient ones) is a multi-criteria problem. Moreover, in light of the complexity and
the multiplicity of aspects related to ensuring energy security, the single-criteria (economic)
analysis is no longer an efficient approach [14].

To support decision-makers, in addition to the basic rules of decision analysis based
on the economic evaluation of projects, it is possible to apply an approach from the MCDM
(multiple-criteria decision-making) area [15]. In terms of technologies that provide CO2
emission reductions, clean coal technologies could enter the spotlight, with the potential
of coupling conventional power generation methods with distributed renewable energy
sources [16–18]. For this study, a preliminary choice of decision variants was made, and
the overriding selection criterion was to reduce the harmful environmental impact of
conventional coal-fired power generation, as well as to achieve the required availability
and flexibility of the generating sources from the point of view of system operation,
comparable to the use of conventional gas-fired sources. Therefore, renewable sources such
as photovoltaics and wind (limited, in supplying the required power, by the demand of the
grid operator), biogas and biomass (limited fuel availability), hydropower (limited due to
geophysical conditions), and nuclear power plants (with a high economic and technological
entry threshold and public resistance) were left for further studies.

It is vital to emphasize that the analyzed solutions are highly advanced technologies,
currently developed only in some European countries, Japan, and the United States [19].
The main objective of this paper is to assess the possibility of using multi-criteria analy-
sis and decision analysis as tools supporting the selection stage in the process of energy
technology management. There exist studies using multi-criteria methods [14,15,20–26],
but the application of the SMART (Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique) method to
investment decisions in the power sector remains little studied. In the literature, a lot of
attention has been paid to the problem of the selection of energy generation technologies,
especially in relation to renewable energy sources [14,27–30], as well as general planning
for the sustainable development of the sector [31–34]. Despite many studies in this area, the
issue of selection itself and the support to the decision concerning the selection of conven-
tional sources and widely understood clean coal technologies is not fully resolved. Authors
who address the topic of coal-based generation sources consider country-specific cases,
among which publications referring to the energy sector in China dominate [17,35–38]. The
choice of the Polish energy sector as the case study is justified, as there are few publications
on the selection of coal-fired generation sources dedicated to the domestic sector [39,40];
moreover, no publications use the SMART method for this purpose.

The proposed assessment is one of the elements of the process of technology man-
agement. The practical effect is the recommendation of technology that could be adopted.
The theoretical and cognitive contribution to the analyzed field is the development of a
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universal set of criteria to compare manufacturing technologies, as well as the adaptation
of the SMART method to solve decision-making problems in the power sector.

The research method proposed in the paper is based on an additive model combining
weighted normalized evaluations of the proposed solutions to the decision problem with
respect to a set of comparison criteria. The adaptation of the SMART method to the
solved research problem is based on the consideration of the market dissimilarity of the
power sector, including the specific nature of power and electricity as market products
and the development of various technological trends. For the research, a dedicated set of
problem-oriented comparison criteria was defined, and a research scenario was proposed
assuming a significant increase in the price of CO2 emission allowances as a consequence
of non-market activities.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Power Sector Transformation—The Case of Poland

Since the late 1990s, the EU has set targets for developing renewable energy, improving
energy efficiency, and reducing emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases, which have
been gradually met and updated [11]. The main driving force for reducing CO2 emissions
under the EU policy is the shift away from carbon-based fuels and the administrative
introduction of paid carbon allowances. The artificial increase in the cost of coal technolo-
gies caused by this shift stimulates the development of technologies that do not generate
emissions or prevent them [41]. The regulatory mechanisms resulting from the adopted
policy have a direct impact on the current and future operation of power sectors based on
fossil fuels, such as the Polish power sector [42]. This impact is mainly manifested in the
increase of electricity generation costs, the deterioration of the results of energy enterprises,
and the impossibility of the future use of technologies employed so far [43].

The Energy Policy of Poland until 2040 (PEP2040) is the basic document setting
out the framework for the energy transformation in Poland. It provides guidelines on
the selection of technologies to build a low-carbon energy system, from raw material
acquisition, through energy generation and supply (transmission and distribution), to the
way it is used and sold [16]. The PEP2040 document is integrated with the provisions of the
Paris Agreement [44], the EU climate and energy policy framework [45], and the European
Green Deal [46].

Because of the limitations arising from the EU legislation, the priorities of the Polish
energy policy include the guarantee of energy security, increase of competitiveness, and
improvement of energy efficiency, as well as the minimization of the power sector impact
on the environment [16]. One of the ways to achieve these goals is to expand the use
of renewable energy, whose development in recent years has been dominated by wind
(onshore wind turbines) and photovoltaic sources. The use of biogas, biomass, and hy-
droelectric power plants is less salient on a national scale due to limited fuel availability
and generation capacity [47]. Renewable energy in the country is only a supplement to
coal-based generation sources due to its unstable and dispersed nature [48].

Another way of moving to a low-carbon economy is the development of gas sources,
large-scale energy storage, and the introduction of nuclear power [16,49]. However, this
path requires the acquisition of technology (nuclear power), both at the stage of investment
and operation (developing the competence to ensure the safe use of nuclear power) and
large-scale fuel imports (natural gas imported in sufficient quantities and a reliable manner),
which are significant barriers to development. An equally significant barrier is the lack of
appropriate systems regulating the flexible operation of technologies in the energy market
(current legal regulations treat large-scale storage as a generating unit) [50]. The rapid
abandonment of coal sources is hampered by the prospect of losses in national business,
social problems in coal-dependent regions, rising electricity and heat prices, concerns about
ensuring energy security in the face of a growing demand for power and electricity, and
a lack of long-term political decisions [51,52]. Such phenomena are currently observed
in the country’s economy. Ensuring safety is also related to the problem of the planned
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decommissioning of obsolete coal-fired units, which will be shut down due to the failure
to meet environmental requirements and the lack of economic justification to undertake
further modernization works [48,49,53]. Planned shutdowns must be synchronized with
launching new generating units using technologies complying with the BAT conclusion,
which sets the emission limit at 505 g/kWh [54].

An attempt to find a compromise between the specifics of the Polish power sector and
the requirements of the EU climate policy may be made by developing clean coal technolo-
gies (CCTs) [17,18]. In this case, the term refers to low- and zero-emission coal-fired units
which, by guaranteeing a high energy efficiency, will reduce the emission of CO2, nitrogen
oxides, and sulfur compounds to the atmosphere [55]. CCT systems can be applied at
different stages of coal processing, such as preparation, combustion/gasification, removal
of pollutants, and CO2 capture [19]. The development of CCT technology represents the
potential to improve the efficiency of coal resource utilization while reducing harmful
environmental impacts [56]. The United States and Japan were the first to make efforts
to commercially develop CCT systems [19,56]. CCT solutions for power generation in-
clude: (i) Fuel gas cleaning technologies (desulfurization using sorbents, selective catalytic
reduction, ammonia denitrification methods, chemical and physical removal of carbon
dioxide); (ii) Coal combustion technologies (supercritical and ultracritical combustion,
power plants with steam boilers, circulating fluidized bed boilers, combustion systems in
oxygen); (iii) Coal gasification technologies (aboveground and underground gasification);
(iv) Hybrid systems technologies (trigeneration, use of hydrocarbon) [55,57].

Because of the changing environment and technology development, it is not possible to
unequivocally state which technologies will be most effective and guarantee a cost-effective
transition to a low-carbon economy on a national scale. When building development
strategies, it is important to consider how new technologies can affect capital costs and
increase power flexibility and energy efficiency [58]. The decisions must be economically
justified to prove applicable. While new technologies and opportunities are emerging
rapidly, there is a need to analyze them carefully to assess their costs and benefits [59].

A typical approach in decision-making for new investment projects in the power
sector is to focus on economic criteria analyzed from the asset owner’s point of view. The
measurement of the economic efficiency of the investment decision most often includes
the levelized cost of energy (LCoE), net present value (NPV), and internal rate of return
(IRR) [60]. In the case of technologies of an innovative nature or technologies remaining
in the research stage, the decision criterion is the result achieved in the research and de-
velopment programs. However, the common methodology for evaluating these programs
focuses on profits and does not take into account the long-term development of innovations,
where the transition from R&D to commercialization takes a long time [61]. The ecological,
social, and technological aspects of investment decisions are usually taken into account
only from the perspective of potential costs, e.g., in the form of CO2 emission charges, costs
of technology acquisition, or employment level during the construction and operation of a
generating unit [62]. A valuable addition to the strictly quantitative approach is the use
of multi-criteria decision support methods, which allow for the analysis of the problem
in both qualitative and quantitative criteria [15]. The essential requirement for decisions
on undertaking new investment projects in the generation sector is to cover the electricity
demand and ensure adequate reserves in the power system. Consequently, it is necessary
to plan for the long-term share of individual technologies in covering the demand for
electric power and energy. With that in mind, at the same time, the system should have
an adequate number of low-carbon conventional generating units capable of covering the
instantaneous demand for electric power, together with renewable sources ensuring the
required amount of renewable energy in the total balance of its consumption.

2.2. Multi-Criteria Analysis

In the field of MCDM, there are two main streams of research describing the decision-
making process: the so-called French school and the American school. The French school
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primarily promotes the outranking concept for evaluating discrete alternatives [63]. The
American school is based on multiple attribute value functions and multiple attribute utility
theory (MAUT) [64]. Research work in MCDA (Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis) is based
on several different approaches to assist decision-makers in their attempts to identify a
preferred alternative, classify it and/or rank it. F.A. Lootsma divides the MCDM approach
into four categories: (i) descriptive approach, (ii) prescriptive approach, (iii) prospective
approach, (iv) constructive approach [65]. B. Roy distinguishes three families of MCDM:
(i) single criterion synthesis approach; (ii) outranking approach; and (iii) interactive local
study approach [63]. On the other hand, P. Vincke calls them, respectively, (i) multi-attribute
utility theory, (ii) outranking methods, and (iii) interactive methods [66]. The subject of
the classification and characterization of multi-criteria decision analysis methods is further
developed in other papers [20,67,68].

Many terms are used in the literature to refer to multiple-criteria decision-making, in-
cluding Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, Multi-Objective Decision-Making (MODM),
Multi-Attributes Decision-Making (MADM), and Multi-Dimensions Decision-Making
(MDDM) [67]. MCDM is a tool used to find solutions to a wide range of economic, man-
ufacturing, military, and construction issues, where it plays an important role in making
investment decisions, evaluating projects, and assessing economic benefits [69]. Overviews
of applications of MCDM methods to solve multiple problems are referenced in [22,70].
The MCDM methods are also applied in decision support in the energy sector. In the
literature, the subject of investment decision support in the energy sector is addressed
by [14,15,20–26]. The main ideas of the researchers are focused on the formulation of criteria
for the evaluation of energy generation technologies and the construction and evaluation
of methods supporting the mentioned decision-making processes. The methods used by re-
searchers include multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
analytic network process (ANP), preference ranking organization method for enrichment
evaluations (PROMETHEE), and elimination and choice expressing reality (ELECTRE).

Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) is a systematic approach to evaluate possible
alternatives by combining inputs with information about benefits/costs and opinions of
decision-makers (DMs) or stakeholders [22]. The main objective of MCDM is to provide
decision-makers with a tool that enables them to solve a multi-criteria decision problem in
which several and often conflicting issues must be considered [24,67]. The multi-criteria
approach is used to identify and quantify decision-makers’ preferences over many factors
to evaluate alternatives [20]. The overall evaluation consists of some criteria relevant to the
problem at hand. This evaluation may take the form of selecting a preferred alternative,
ranking alternatives, or sorting alternatives into ordered classes. The set of alternatives can
be either explicitly defined and quantified, or implicitly defined by constraints specified
through mathematical programming. The criteria can be specified in general terms, but each
criterion should be associated with a measurable characteristic that provides a quantitative
or qualitative scale for evaluating the alternatives to solve the decision problem [71].

The MCDM approach typically requires the following inputs: scores on several di-
mensions associated with different alternatives and outcomes, and weights associated with
trade-offs along these dimensions. These weights play a fundamental role in measuring
overall preferences for alternatives. The basic approach of MCDM is to calculate the total
score for an alternative as a linearly weighted sum of its scores across several criteria [22,67].
A literature review identified the following classification of MCDM: (i) multiple attribute
theory; (ii) positional-norming methods; (iii) interactive methods [24]. In multiple attribute
theory, the decision-maker’s preference for an alternative is determined by fixed crite-
ria. The estimated utility value based on the additive model generates a score for each
alternative. Some of the methods of this approach include MAUT, SMART, and AHP.

In positioning methods, the preferences of decision-makers are represented by bi-
narrative relationships between alternatives concerning the criteria. Examples of such
methods are ELECTRE and PROMETHÉE. The essence of the interactive approach is
multi-objective linear programming. Results are obtained by aggregating the preferences of
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decision-makers after mathematical calculations, interactively and successively evaluating
these solutions, and possibly changing the preference structure in the face of newly avail-
able information. The methods of this approach are STEM, TRIMAP, ICW, and PARETO
RACE [24]. The MCDM approaches share some common mathematical elements: values
for the alternatives are assigned to each criterion, then multiplied by appropriate weights
and combined to obtain a total score. Multi-criteria methods differ primarily in the scheme
through which the criteria values are assigned and combined (for each attribute and the
overall score) [21,22,71].

3. Method

Decision-making in the selection of electric power generation technology is a complex
process. Due to the scope of the process, the decision cannot be based solely on a financial
analysis. A natural approach is to support the decision-making process by applying the
MCDM approach. The method selected for the study should meet the basic requirements,
i.e.: (i) take into account the multi-criteria nature of the problem, (ii) take into account the
preferences of the decision-maker, (iii) encompass a simple algorithm, (iv) be adaptable to
the specifics of the research problem.

The Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) [72] was chosen from among
the methods of the MCDM family that meet the listed requirements. It is a multi-criteria
technique for supporting complex decision-making processes. The method is based on a
linear additive model that allows the evaluation of decision options concerning qualitative
and quantitative criteria [73]. The process of solving a decision problem can be divided
into three main phases: (i) the preparation phase, including the definition of the research
problem, the identification of decision-makers, the creation of solution variants, and a set of
comparison criteria (construction of the backbone of the decision matrix), (ii) the evaluation
phase, i.e., the evaluation of variants against the criteria and the allocation of weights to the
criteria (completion of the decision matrix), (iii) the decision phase, making a preliminary
decision and conducting a sensitivity analysis. The outline of the decision-making process
is shown in Figure 1 [25].

Figure 1. Decision-making process (source: own study).
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The SMART method consists of eight steps:

- Step 1: Problem and decision-maker identification
- Step 2: Identification of alternatives
- Step 3: Decision criteria determination
- Step 4: Assigning values to the criteria for each alternative
- Step 5: Determining the weights of the decision criteria
- Step 6: Calculating the weighted average values assigned to each alternative
- Step 7: Preliminary decision-making
- Step 8: Sensitivity analysis performing

The functional model used in the SMART method is as follows [74]:

U(ai) =
m

∑
j=1

Wjuj(ai), (1)

where:
j—index of the criterion, j = 1, . . . , m
i—index of the alternative, i = 1, . . . , n
m—number of criteria
n—number of alternatives
Wj—fixed weight assigned to the criterion
ai—decision variant i (alternative)
uj(ai)—evaluation of variant ai with respect to criterion j
U(ai)—the final value of alternative i

3.1. Identification of the Problem and Decision-Maker

The first step in applying the SMART method or any other technique from the MCDM
family is to establish a common understanding of the decision context, problem identi-
fication, and decision actors. The SMART method relies on input from decision-makers
to establish a relative familiarity with the various attributes of the proposed solutions.
Decision-makers bring subjective opinions and industry knowledge to the process. Based
on the knowledge and opinions of the decision-makers, the impact of the more important
attributes is emphasized while the influence of the secondary criteria is reduced, when
evaluating the overall utility of the solution [23]. The SMART method can be used both by
individuals and for decision-making at the organizational level in companies and public
institutions. At this step, it is necessary to define the decision problem.

3.2. Identification of Alternatives

At this step, decision alternatives are identified. The set of alternatives depends
directly on the decision problem posed. Although a large number of alternatives can
be proposed for the choice of generating unit technology, not all of them meet the basic
requirements defined by the decision-maker, often depending on the economic realities of
the country.

3.3. Decision Criteria Determination

Decision criteria (decision attributes) are applied to compare alternative solutions. It
is recommended to reduce the set of attributes to a sufficient minimum of items, taking
the particular emphasis to ensure their mutual independence [75]. Defining the set of
comparison criteria completes the first phase of the SMART method (preparation phase)
and allows one to build the framework of the decision matrix V, where the columns
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correspond to the criteria (C1, . . . , Cm) and the rows to the solution alternatives (A1, . . . ,
An) [76]. The decision matrix V is as follows:

V =

A1
A2
. . .
An

C1 C2 . . . Cm
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .


V − decision matrix

(2)

The proposed set of decision criteria complies with the overall objective and the
primary expectations of the decision-maker. The decision-maker is looking for the solution
that will provide the greatest benefit at the lowest cost, so the comparison criteria are
divided into two main groups: project inputs and project outputs. Project inputs represent
contributions to the project in terms of financial, material, and knowledge resources.
Project outputs represent results and impacts associated with a project. The scope of the
comparison criteria must not exceed the competence of the decision-maker. The initial
screening of a set of criteria consists of an assessment of the feasibility of evaluating the
alternatives without exceeding the competence of the decision-maker. As a result, the
criteria requiring specialized analysis, going beyond the scope of the research, and those of
low significance will be omitted. The former are the criteria of legal and social conditions,
which require legal and sociological analyses. Finally, limiting the number of criteria
simplifies the application of the SMART method.

3.4. Assigning Values to the Criteria for Each Alternative

The structure imposed by the SMART method of conducting the decision-making
process divides the problem into its distinctive parts. In this way, each decision alternative
is evaluated against each of the comparative criteria. The evaluation of alternatives for
attributes takes two forms: direct evaluation, for attributes that cannot be evaluated
quantitatively, and value functions, for attributes that can be expressed as quantifiable
variables. The procedure scheme for direct evaluation is the following: (i) ranking the
variants of solutions for a given attribute by placing the most desirable alternative first,
(ii) assigning the maximum value of the scale to the first item and the minimum value to
the last one (the adopted evaluation scale values from 0 to 100), (iii) ranking the remaining
options in terms of the least and the most favorable position. In the case of quantitative
criteria, the basis of the rating system are value functions based on the bisecting method
and trend line determination. At this stage, the decision matrix V is supplemented with
the solution assessments as follows:

V =


u1(a1) u2(a1) . . . um(a1)
u1(a2)

. . .
u2(a2)

. . .

. . .
um(a2)

u1(an) u2(an) . . . um(an)

 (3)

3.5. Determining the Weights of the Decision Criteria

In the SMART method, the weights are usually assigned to the criteria by the decision-
makers, based on their own experiences, knowledge, and perceptions. The assigned
weights allow them to rank the decision attributes by the importance of the problem [76].
The problem of such a solution may be the inconsistency in the subjective assignment of
weights by decision-makers. To reduce the occurrence of possible discrepancies, spanning
weights are assigned to the criteria. The criteria valuation method is based on comparing
the impact of changes, from the least to the most favorable value, on the overall evaluation
of the solution. In this way, each decision attribute is objectively described with a numerical
scale. The criterion ranked the first among all attributes is assigned 100 points, while the
weights of the remaining criteria are determined by juxtaposition. The change from the
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worst to the best value in criterion one is compared with the change in criterion two. This
procedure is repeated for all attributes. The last step is to normalize the values of the
assigned weights, the sum of which should converge to 100. The normalization formula is
as follows:

Wj =
wj

∑m
k=1 wk

∗ 100, ∀ j (4)

where:
Wj—normalized weight of the decision criterion j,
wj—the weight assigned to a decision criterion j,
∑m

k=1 wk—the sum of the weights assigned to all the criteria.
The higher-order attribute weights are determined by summing the sub-criteria

weights of the vector W [76].

3.6. Calculating the Weighted Average Values Assigned to Each Alternative

The overall evaluation of the decision options is determined using the function model
of the SMART method (1). The applied additive model relies on the summation of the
weighted scores of individual decision alternatives against the comparison criteria. The
resulting weighted averages allow us to rank the alternatives in order of importance. At
the end of this step, the overall score for each alternative represents not only the ratings of
the alternatives against the criteria but also the weights that are assigned to each criterion.
The overall score formula is as follows:

U = V ×W =


u1(a1) u2(a1) . . . um(a1)
u1(a2)

. . .
u2(a2)

. . .

. . .
um(a2)

u1(an) u2(an) . . . um(an)

×


W1
W2
. . .
Wm

 =



m
∑

i=1
Wiui(a1)

m
∑

i=1
Wiui(a2)

. . .
m
∑

i=1
Wiui(an)


=


U(a1)
U(a2)

. . .
U(an)


W − vector o f normalized weights o f decision criteria

U − vector o f weighted average values assigned to each alternative
/vector o f overall evaluation scores

(5)

The weighted scores assigned to each option are rescaled:

U′(ai) =
U(ai) ∗ 100

Umax
(6)

where: Umax− the maximum value for the aspiration variant, which would be scored out
of 100 in all criteria.

3.7. Preliminary Decision-Making

The next step in the process is to summarize the information contained in the decision
matrix. The aggregated ratings form the matrix of the overall rating of the alternatives
against the main categories of comparison criteria. The obtained ratings allow for further
comparisons of the alternatives, their classification, and a preliminary decision. The
selection of the best decision-making variant requires the analysis of the obtained results
and finding an optimal compromise between the defined groups of criteria. To illustrate
the interdependence of the criteria, the obtained results are plotted on a graph, and then
the efficiency limit is drawn through the points corresponding to dominant variants. The
effectiveness frontier connects the decision variants offering the highest value of effects for
a given input to the project (or the lowest input for a given level of effects) [77].
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The project inputs and the outputs at this stage of the analysis are expressed in a
numerical scale, the best variants being those that have the highest values of the ratings
determined in the previous step of the SMART method. The ratings of the alternatives
against the decision criteria are scaled so that one point on the effect scale is equivalent to
one point on the contribution scale. The choice between options on the effectiveness frontier
depends on the preferences of the decision-makers. Narrowing the proposed solutions to
those on the efficiency frontier can facilitate the decision-making process. While it may
prove insufficient to identify the single best solution, it nonetheless allows for a better look
at the problem. In the case of the pre-preferred solution not lying on the efficiency frontier,
the data and sub-option evaluations should be re-examined to find the weak points of the
solution and eliminate them.

3.8. Sensitivity Analysis Performing

The final step of the SMART method is a sensitivity analysis. The task of the analysis
is to conclude on the reliability of the obtained results. Taking into account the fact that
some stages of the SMART method are characterized by a high degree of subjectivity, a
sensitivity analysis is conducted for the comparison criteria of greatest importance to the
decision-maker. A test of the sensitivity of the ratings of the decision options to the changes
in the weights assigned to the comparison criteria is designed to check whether the results
of the decision analysis remain robust to change and are not unduly distorted.

4. Results
4.1. Identification of the Problem and Decision-Maker

The research was conducted for the problem of CCT technology selection under the
conditions of the Polish power system. The decision-makers were defined as the managers
of an energy company. The decision-makers have knowledge and competencies regarding
the operation of the power sector, the technologies used, and the financing of investment
projects. The purpose of the decision-makers is to analyze the variants of generation plants
with an indication of the potential direction of action.

4.2. Identification of Alternatives

Five alternative technologies were selected for the study, as shown in Table 1. The
selection of the analyzed technologies was influenced, among other things, by the projects
of new supercritical coal-fired power units completed in recent years in the Polish power
sector, as well as by the trends observed in the global economy. The information on
individual technologies was obtained from the IEAGHG report of the International Energy
Agency [78]. The document prepared by IEAGHG contains a comprehensive set of data
concerning technological parameters and cost aspects of the analyzed decision alternatives.
The set of alternatives meets certain conditions: (i) net electricity output above 800 MW
(except in the case of cogeneration of electricity and hydrogen), (ii) CO2 emissions for
CCS-equipped units below 100 kg/MWh, (iii) fuel flow rate below 350 t/h. Tables 2 and 3
present the characteristics of the decision options.

Table 1. Solution options.

Variant Technology

A1 Supercritical coal-fired power plant
A2 Supercritical coal-fired power plant with CCS 1

A3 IGCC 2 power plant
A4 IGCC power plant with CCS

A5 Polygeneration: IGCC power plant with CCS and
integrated hydrogen production

1 CCS—carbon capture and storage. 2 IGCC—integrated gasification combined cycle.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the decision options.

Unit A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Fuel flow rate t/h 325.00 325.00 314.90 314.90 349.10
Net power output MW 1029.60 822.40 100.53 804.00 447.60

Auxiliary power consumption MW 47.10 135.70 90.72 259.20 237.70
CO2 emissions kg/MWh 745.80 93.00 695.36 92.60 93.70
NOx emissions kg/MWh 0.43 0.54 0.33 0.33 0.16
SOx emissions kg/MWh 0.43 0.01 0.01 0.01 0
CO2 captured % 0 90.10 0 90.10 90.10
CO2 emitted t/h 767.40 76.50 747.70 74.50 91.90
CO2 stored t/h 0 690.90 0 673.20 737.90

Power plant utilization rate % 90 90 85 85 85

Table 3. Capital expenditures and operating costs of the decision alternatives.

Unit A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Total capital expenditures Mln EUR 1490.00 2279.00 2448.95 2538.00 2461.00
Cost per 1 kW of installed capacity EUR/kW 1447.16 2771.16 2433.07 3156.72 5498.21

Operating and maintenance expenses Mln EUR/year 22.35 34.19 61.22 63.45 61.53
Unit cost of electricity generation EUR/ MWh 59.24 76.74 82.56 92.78 177.79

Variant A1 is the most conservative one. It is a coal-fired power plant using supercriti-
cal steam technology. This solution assumes the attainment of a higher efficiency while
using less power raw material and, consequently, lower carbon dioxide emissions per unit
of power produced. The A2 solution extends the A1 variant by adding carbon capture,
transport, and storage installation, thus reducing carbon dioxide emissions (CCS installa-
tion). Variant A3 is a gas-steam power plant with integrated oxygen gasification of the coal
cycle. The IGCC technology is characterized by lower sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide
emissions due to the purification of the syngas before it enters the combustion chamber.
Option A4 is an extension of A3, with CCS added. Alternative A5 involves the cogeneration
of electricity and hydrogen. This variant is highly innovative, and the produced hydrogen
sets the direction for development and is also a potential source of revenue. This option
has all the functionalities of an IGCC power plant and CCS installation.

4.3. Decision Criteria Determination

In the first approach, the decision criteria database was developed based on a liter-
ature review. The set of attributes included specifically formulated, independent, and
non-overlapping criteria divided into two main categories: project inputs and project out-
puts. Among them were attributes belonging to the groups of environmental, technological,
social, legal, financial, and economic factors. The set of proposed attributes, after prelim-
inary verification, was limited to the nine relevant to the sustainability of the portfolio
structure of the decision-making entity. As regards the input criteria, the following were
considered: (C1) Amount of capital expenditure, (C2) Unit cost of electricity generation,
(C3) Cost of purchase of CO2 emission allowances, (C4) Knowledge of technology, (C5)
Raw material demand. The output criteria were (C6) Generation capacity, (C7) Availability
of capacity, (C8), Profitability of the investment project, (C9) Development perspective.
They characterize investment projects related to the commissioning of new generating
units in economic, environmental, and technological terms.

Attribute C1 includes capital requirements. For the purpose of the analysis, it was
assumed that the decision-makers can obtain sufficient funds to undertake the investments.
The source of the funds for investment (own funds, loans, national and EU investment
and development programs) does not affect the results of the analysis carried out in the
framework of the SMART method. Attribute C2 is the unit cost of electricity generation
expressed by the LCoE formula, which considers capital expenditures, operating costs, and
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the discount rate, allowing for an average comparison of different generation technologies.
The determination of the LCOE requires specific assumptions to be made for each technol-
ogy regarding, among other things, the amount of energy produced. For this reason, this is
a point-based indicator, reflecting the assumed performance of the technology. Changes in
its value depending on the assumptions made are non-linear and only partially continuous.
Attribute C3 takes into account the significant share of expenses related to environmental
protection in the costs of power plant operation through the purchase costs of CO2 emission
allowances. Attribute C4 determines the knowledge of technology, the lack of which may
contribute to the failure of the investment. Attribute C5 is the demand for raw material,
which is associated with the need to ensure a stable fuel supply. Attributes C6 and C7 relate
to energy security. These attributes analyze the capacity and availability of the generating
unit, i.e., the percentage of time during the year when the power plant is expected to be
fully operational. Attribute C8 refers to the profitability of the investment as determined
by the NPV and payback period. Attribute C9 relates to the technological conditions, to
examine whether a given technology creates conditions for development, e.g., in terms of
the cogeneration or commercial use of by-products.

4.4. Assigning Values to the Criteria for Each Alternative

As an adaptation of the SMART method to the conditions of the problem, three
scenarios reflecting changing conditions in the energy sector and the economic environment
were initially analyzed. Scenario no. 1 envisages an increase in purchase prices of CO2
emission allowances to 80 EUR/t in 2050 [78,79], undisturbed access to raw materials on the
local market at an acceptable price, and an increase in electricity prices. To determine the
trend of price changes, data from the previous 10 years provided by relevant institutions
of the national and international sector were used [80,81]. Scenario no. 2 is a pessimistic
one, that assumes a sharp increase in CO2 emission allowance purchase prices, difficult
availability of raw materials, and the impossibility of reproducing these factors in electricity
price increases. Scenario no.3 is optimistic and assumes constant purchase prices of CO2
emission allowances and a constant increase in electricity prices, but at a slower rate than
assumed in current forecasts. For the study, Scenario no.1 was adopted as a reference,
because, in the authors’ opinion, its components remain in equilibrium.

The decision matrix V consists of the five energy production technologies selected
for analysis, the nine criteria characterizing these alternatives, and the ratings of the
alternatives against the criteria. Table 4 presents the evaluation of the decision variants.

Table 4. Evaluated variants.

Criteria A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C1 100 56.93 66.78 47.08 0
C2 100 77.57 70.86 60.15 0
C3 0 98.09 6.82 100 87.63
C4 100 70 60 60 0
C5 67.88 67.88 100 100 0
C6 100 70.52 87.92 37.33 0
C7 100 100 0 0 0
C8 85.34 93.34 0 52.37 100
C9 50 0 100 100 100

4.5. Determining the Weights of the Decision Criteria

The maximum weights were assigned to the following attributes (Tables 5 and 6): Size
of investment expenditures (C1) and Profitability of investment project (C8). As already
mentioned, the set of criteria adopted was subject to a preliminary analysis and selection,
and therefore only attributes with weights greater than or equal to 50 points (wi) were
included in the list (Tables 2 and 3). In general, these weights should be a measure of the
preferences of managers who make decisions about the implementation of investment
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projects, in relation to particular criteria. In the conducted study, the order and values of the
weights assigned to the input criteria were determined based on the authors’ knowledge
and experience.

Table 5. Weights assigned to the inputs.

Rank Project Inputs wi Wj

1 C1 Amount of capital expenditures 100 25
2 C3 Cost of purchasing CO2 emission allowances 90 23
3 C2 The unit cost of electricity generation 80 20
4 C5 Raw material demand 70 18
5 C4 Knowledge of technology 60 15

Table 6. Weights assigned to the outputs.

Rank Project Outputs wi Wj

1 C8 Profitability of the investment project 100 29
2 C6 Generation capacity 90 26
3 C7 Capacity availability 80 24
4 C9 Development perspective 70 21

4.6. Calculating the Weighted Average Values Assigned to Each Alternative

The weighted averages of the scores assigned to each option are presented in Table 7, below.

Table 7. Classification of decision-making options under the criteria of Project Inputs and Project Outputs.

Criteria Wj
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

uj(ai) Wj* uj(ai) uj(ai) Wj* uj(ai)j uj(ai) Wj* uj(ai)j uj(ai) Wj* uj(ai) uj(ai) Wj* uj(ai)

C1 25 100 2500 56.93 1423 66.78 1670 47.08 1177 0 0
C2 20 100 2000 77.57 1551 70.86 1417 60.15 1203 0 0
C3 23 0 0 98.09 2257 6.82 157 100 2300 87.63 2015
C4 15 100 1500 70 1050 60 900 60 900 0 0
C5 18 67.88 1 222 67.88 1222 100 1800 100 1800 0 0

Inputs U(ai) 7222 7503 5944 7380 2015

C6 26 100 2600 70.52 1834 88 2288 37.33 971 0 0
C7 24 100 2400 100 2400 0 0 0 0 0
C8 29 85.34 2475 93.34 2707 0 0 52.37 1519 100 2900
C9 21 50 1050 0 0 100 2100 100 2100 100 2100

Outputs U(ai) 8525 6941 4388 4590 5000

The number values of Inputs and Outputs were determined based on Equation (1). The
weighted scores assigned to each option were rescaled. Rescaled scores are presented in
Table 8, below.

Table 8. Assessment of decision-making options.

Score A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Inputs U′(ai) 72.22 75.03 59.44 73.80 20.15
Outputs U′(ai) 85.25 69.41 43.88 45.90 50.00

4.7. Preliminary Decision-Making

The results of the assessment of alternatives in categories covering financial, economic,
technological, environmental, and safety aspects, presented quantitatively, are presented
in the chart of Figure 2. The scale on the graph reflects the rating of each option against
two groups of criteria. Both in terms of project inputs and project outputs, it was assumed
that the better the solution, the more points it received. Higher values on the input scale mean
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less contribution to the project, higher values on the output scale mean more favorable results
and impacts associated with the project. Solutions A1 and A2 are the dominant variants,
both lying on the efficiency frontier. The options identified as dominant are characterized by
the highest level of benefits to the input required for the project. Thus, options A1 and A2
achieve higher project benefits (expressed through the output group criteria) with a lower
project contribution (input group criteria) than options A3, A4, and A5.

Figure 2. Efficiency frontier.

4.8. Sensitivity Analysis Performance

The sensitivity analysis in the study covers the attributes: C1 Amount of capital
expenditure, C3 Cost of purchasing CO2 emission allowances, C8 Profitability of the
investment project, C6 Generation capacity. The analyzed attributes include the criteria
assessed as the most relevant from the decision-makers’ point of view.

The chart in Figure 3 presents the sensitivity analysis of the overall ratings of each
alternative against the scope of weights of the decision criteria. The weights assigned to the
criteria were changed in the range from 0 to 100 in steps of 10 while keeping the values of
the weights for the other criteria constant. For each of the analyzed weight values assigned
to a given criterion, an overall assessment of the variant was made based on Equation (1).
The overall assessment was then scaled using Equation (6) and plotted on the graph. The
vertical axis corresponds to the numerical value of the variants’ assessment relative to the
criteria of the input or output group, depending on the examined criterion. The horizontal
axis corresponds to the values of weights assigned to the criterion with the indication of the
weight adopted in the conducted research. The criteria weight adopted in the conducted
research is marked on the charts as the current weight.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis of attributes: (a) Profitability of the investment project (criteria C8) (b) Generation capacity
(criteria C6) (c) Cost of purchasing CO2 emission allowances (criteria C3) (d) Amount of capital expenditure (criteria C1).

5. Discussion

The dominant variants A1 and A2 indicated in the course of the analysis meet the
electricity production requirement. In the context of the studies carried out, the results
obtained may appear to be somewhat skewed. Variant A1 is the most conservative one,
and it does not meet the BAT conclusion requirement, which sets the emission limit at 505
g/kWh. Exceeding the limit specified in the BAT conclusions imposes a limitation on the
financial support for the investment but does not preclude its implementation. Variant A2
is an extension of A1 with CO2 capture, and thus it allows us to meet the environmental
requirements. However, such a result was obtained due to the criteria selection method,
as well as to the method for assigning the points values in the V matrix. In the case
of variant A1, five criteria received 100 points. Variant A2 is mainly inferior due to the
increase in energy consumed for the auxiliary power consumption of the generating unit.
It can be said that such a result reflects the preferences of a traditional decision-maker
perceiving the problem under consideration primarily from the perspective of ensuring
the security of supply of the power system and the efficiency of the project itself (so-called:
safely and cheaply). The sensitivity analysis indicates that variant A4 should be the most
favorable option when changing the weights of the attributes. Its impact increases with the
significance of the price of CO2 emission allowances.

Narrowing the choice to the efficiency limit allows the decision-makers to focus their
attention on the solutions with the highest potential. The selection of solutions lying on
the efficiency frontier requires knowledge and an analysis of the economic capacity of
the decision-maker. The complexity and the importance of the problem require the final
decision to be supported by a risk analysis of the project. The weighted average ratings
of the alternatives determined by the SMART method directly depend on the preferences,
knowledge, and intuition of the decision-maker. This imposes the need to assess the
stability of solutions in the conditions of changing partial parameters of the assessment—in
this case, the weights assigned to the criteria.

The reliability of the obtained results is strongly influenced by the input data. To
achieve consistent results and minimize uncertainties caused by different data sources,
the technological and economic characteristics of the decision options were based on the
same reference study. In practice, the selection of variants and the setting of parameters
describing the individual variants should be carried out based on specific data available at
the time of the analysis and coming from companies that commercially provide the tech-
nologies under analysis. The applied criteria weights are also subject to high uncertainty,
in the sense of the variability of these parameters. The weights of the criteria depend on the
preferences of the decision-makers, and for the study they were proposed by the authors. In
this specific case, the in-depth research on the impact of uncertainty on the criteria weights
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and input data is indicated, to identify which parameters and input data have the greatest
impact on the results. An extensive sensitivity analysis of the results should be performed
as well. Only results prepared in this way should be presented to decision-makers. It is
also expectable that the final decision will be reached through further interactions with the
decision-makers and extensions of some of the calculations performed.

The research shows that a SMART method is an effective tool for supporting the
selection of electricity generation technologies. The SMART method takes into account
the multi-criteria nature of the decision-making problem, allowing for the assessment
of decision-making alternatives with qualitative and quantitative criteria in the field of
economic, social, and environmental factors, as well as technological innovation, and
sustainable development. A characteristic feature of the SMART method is a subjective
system for valuing decision options, allowing the preferences of decision-makers to be
expressed quantitatively. The method is based on a simple additive model, which makes it
accessible and intuitive for potential users. The multi-criteria view of the problem leads to
a better understanding of the problem and allows one to focus on each component of the
problem separately.

The conducted research leads to the conclusion that the SMART method constitutes a
complete tool supporting decision-making concerning the selection of generation sources.
The set of comparison criteria proposed by the authors works well for assessing variants of
similar technological classes (all considered variants of coal-fired power plants, diversified
in terms of their technological and operational parameters). The result of the research is a
set of post-comparison criteria, which can be used directly in decision-making concerning
the selection of coal-fired generation sources. The application of the SMART method to the
assessment of renewable sources, nuclear energy, and their comparison with each other
and with coal-fired sources requires further analyses of the set of criteria. The desired set
of criteria should enable a differentiation between the alternatives and at the same time
allow for a valuable assessment. However, the simplicity of the method may prove to be
a limitation when analyzing variants belonging to different technological classes. Such a
case should be subject to further studies.

The presented approach can be applied directly by engineers working on similar topics.
This may be the case for clean coal technologies, as well as for other technologies used in the
electro-energy sector. The presented research approach can be used in energy companies,
consulting companies, and state administration as a tool to support decision-makers in
planning the development of a diversified generation structure in the long term. The
practical application of the approach presented in the paper will allow for the integration
of clean coal technologies into the energy mix. It can also be used for performing analysis
within the framework of defining national energy policy. Finally, it can be used to compare
and select the other groups of energy technologies, such as gas sources, or to compare
divergent technologies.

From a practical point of view, this research presents a systematic approach to collect-
ing and presenting the data on the problem. The application of the present approach affects
the transparency and the course of the decision-making process, and, above all, it gives
managers the freedom to specify their preferences and analyze the results that correspond
to those preferences. Each solution can be examined in detail within the framework of sen-
sitivity analysis by performing experiments for variable values of problem parameters. The
implementation of the mathematical apparatus of the SMART method, whose complexity
is low, indicates the value of comparability of criteria of different natures. The approach
has an entirely applicative character.

6. Conclusions

The research problem addressed in the paper concerned the selection of sources of
clean coal technology applicable in conditions of transformation of the Polish power sector.
To solve the research problem, the authors used the SMART multi-criteria decision support
method. The research involved a comparative analysis of five technological variants of coal-
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fired power plants considered in terms of nine decision criteria grouped into two categories:
project inputs and project outputs. The results of the research indicate that the supercritical
power plant and its variant equipped with CCS installation are the most effective solutions
in terms of the decision criteria applied. The sensitivity analysis was carried out for the
solutions identified during the investigation. The results obtained allow us to conclude
that the method proposed in the study provides a relatively stable solution to the problem.
In light of the obtained results, the problem posed in the paper can be considered as
investigated and solved adequately, given the objectives set and the indicated scope of
the work. The conceptual framework is comprehensively explained. The most important
conclusion indicates that the SMART method can support technology management at
the stage of its selection. A robust analysis of environmental, financial, social, and legal
factors at this stage should result in a better preparation at subsequent phases of the
technology management process, that is to say, technology acquisition, implementation,
and maintenance. The practical application of the approach presented in the paper will
support the decision-makers of energy companies in planning the development of the
generation structure in a long-term perspective.

The original value of the approach is the application of mathematical modeling and
multi-criteria analysis methods to the problem of the selection of clean coal technologies in
the Polish power sector. This sector is currently undergoing significant changes, having
entered a stage of energy transition. The proposed approach has both a research and a
practical dimension. It can be used in power enterprises as a tool to support the planning
of the development of a diversified generation structure.

The multidimensional nature of the analyzed problem indicates the need for further
research in this area. In-depth research on the impact of uncertainty in criteria weights and
input data, supported by extensive sensitivity analyses, appears necessary. Subsequent
analyses should confront the results obtained in this paper with the outcomes acquired by
applying other methods from the MCDM family. Technology selection is but one of the
stages of the technology management process, which makes it necessary to investigate the
remaining phases applied in the power sector. The desired result of such research should
be the identification and adaptation of tools and methods to support the subsequent stages
of the technology management process in the sector. The analysis of the process stages
should lead to the creation of a model, integrating the subsequent stages of the technology
management process dedicated to the power sector.
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